PRESS RELEASE
IS Prime Extends Distribution of FX and Index Swaps Liquidity
to Integral OCX
LONDON – 8 May 2019 – IS Prime, a leading Prime of Prime and Liquidity Provider to many
of the world’s top FX and CFD brokerages, has extended its multi-asset liquidity distribution
through a partnership with Integral, the FX technology company trusted by leading banks,
brokers and asset managers to outperform their competition.
IS Prime’s competitively priced FX and Index Swaps liquidity is now available through leading
institutional trading platform, Integral OCXTM. Index Swaps are IS Prime’s proprietary product,
delivering pricing and execution on indices and commodities globally.
“IS Prime is an exciting addition to the Integral OCX marketplace and we welcome them as a
provider of liquidity in FX and Index Swaps,” said Harpal Sandhu, CEO, Integral. “Extending
their distribution over OCX will offer advanced aggregation and improved pricing to clients
while further enriching the liquidity on the Integral network.”
Jonathan Brewer, Managing Partner, IS Prime added, “Joining the Integral OCX network is a
natural strategic development for our business as we continue to expand our liquidity
distribution. We are pleased to partner with Integral to offer a fair, transparent and efficient
trading experience to our institutional clients.”

Integral OCX is an award-winning trading environment that brings together the widest variety
of FX participants into a single integrated network of liquidity. Its advanced market design
delivers the ultimate in execution performance, with a direct cross connect to more than 250
liquidity sources supplying more than 3,000 market making streams through Integral’s
matching engines in New York, London and Tokyo. For further information about Integral,
please visit www.integral.com

IS Prime provides institutional clients with multi-asset execution across Tier 1 aggregated liquidity
venues together with Prime Brokerage services and cutting-edge front to back technology. The
London-headquartered, FCA regulated firm is part of ISAM Capital Markets, which also includes
IS Prime Hong Kong and IS Risk Analytics. For further information about IS Prime, please visit
www.isprimefx.com
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About Integral
Integral is a financial technology company that helps its customers - banks, brokers, and asset
managers - outperform their competition in the foreign exchange market through innovative solutions
for workflow management and advanced execution. This powerful cloud-based platform is the
industry’s only answer for FX institutions that want to design and deliver complete solutions tailored
to their businesses. Integral’s modern approach of addressing the entire FX lifecycle with an intelligent
platform allows its customers to achieve the lowest transaction costs, greatest operational efficiency,
and highest yield. Founded in 1993, Integral maintains development, support, and sales offices in Palo
Alto, New York, London, Tokyo, Singapore and Bangalore.
©2019 Integral Development Corp. All rights reserved. Integral technology is protected under U.S.
Patent Nos. 6,347,307; 7,882,011; 8,417,622; 8,862,507, 9,412,134; 9,836,789, and patent pending
applications and related intellectual property. Additional information is available at
https://www.integral.com
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